Tackling the Peak Overlap Issue in NMR Metabolomics Studies: 1D Projected Correlation Traces from Statistical Correlation Analysis on Nontilted 2D 1H NMR J-Resolved Spectra.
The identification of metabolites in complex biological matrices is a challenging task in 1D 1H-NMR-based metabolomics studies. Statistical total correlation spectroscopy (STOCSY) has emerged for aiding the structural elucidation by revealing the peaks that present a high correlation to a driver peak of interest (which would likely belong to the same molecule). However, in these studies, the signals from metabolites are normally present as a mixture of overlapping resonances, limiting the performance of STOCSY. As an alternative to avoid the overlap issue, 2D 1H homonuclear J-resolved (JRES) spectra were projected, in their usual tilted and symmetrized processed form, and STOCSY was applied on these 1D projections (p-JRES-STOCSY). Nonetheless, this approach suffers in cases where the signals are very close. In addition, STOCSY was applied to the whole JRES spectra (also tilted) to identify correlated multiplets, although the overlap issue in itself was not addressed directly and the subsequent search in databases is complicated in cases of higher order coupling. With these limitations in mind, in the present work, we propose a new methodology based on the application of STOCSY on a set of nontilted JRES spectra, detecting peaks that would overlap in 1D spectra of the same sample set. Correlation comparison analysis for peak overlap detection (COCOA-POD) is able to reconstruct projected 1D STOCSY traces that result in more suitable database queries, as all peaks are summed at their f2 resonances instead of the resonance corresponding to the multiplet center in the tilted JRES spectra. (The peak dispersion and resolution enhancement gained are not sacrificed by the projection.) Besides improving database queries with better peak lists obtained from the projections of the 2D STOCSY analysis, the overlap region is examined, and the multiplet itself is analyzed from the correlation trace at 45° to obtain a cleaner multiplet profile, free from contributions from uncorrelated neighboring peaks.